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Preface
by Daniel Edelson and Robert Kolvoord

This collection has been written for you—educators—to introduce you and your students to applications of geographic information system (GIS) software in social studies and science. It contains a set of activities that were selected to demonstrate the value of GIS for inquiry-based education. These activities use My World GIS™, a desktop GIS environment that was specifically designed by researchers in educational technology to make interactive mapping and spatial analysis intuitive for your students. Think of these activities as your introduction to a much bigger world. They’ll get you started, and where you go from there is only limited by your imagination.

Interacting with the world is an inherently spatial activity. From the time we get up in the morning until we go to sleep, we are faced with spatial decisions both large and small. From deciding how best to get to work or school to understanding how events in far-off lands impact our lives, we need to be able to reason spatially and think geographically. With the increasing focus on globalization, the need for these skills is more and more acute, yet they remain beyond the reach of many teachers and students.

How then do we help bring spatial reasoning and geographic thinking more to the forefront in classrooms? The editors have each spent a large portion of their careers bringing data visualization tools to K-12 classrooms. In our experience, the use of these tools, and specifically GIS, offers students opportunities to build spatial reasoning and geographic thinking. Those opportunities are currently unavailable in many K-12—and university—classrooms. Note that this is not the same as simply learning to use a piece of software. While developing software skills is certainly a byproduct of the use of GIS in the classroom, it is not the intent. We strongly advocate teaching with GIS as opposed to just teaching about GIS. By integrating the tool in a variety of content areas, it encourages students to take a spatial perspective and makes it easier for teachers to build geographic-thinking and problem-solving skills.

However, this skill-building doesn’t happen by accident. It needs to be thoughtfully constructed, as you’ll see in the activities in this book. We have gathered a group of experienced and dedicated educators to create these activities. All of the activities are classroom tested and range in both grade level and GIS complexity so that you can find activities that work best in your particular situation.

A growing body of research suggests that spatial-thinking skills can be critical to success in science, engineering, technology, and mathematics (STEM) majors and that these skills can be built over time. (It’s not just your native ability that matters). As we consider our national priorities in education, it’s important not to leave spatial thinking and geographic problem-solving by the side of the road.

You’ve taken the first step and at least opened/downloaded this collection. Take another step, and try the activities with your students. You may be surprised by what they can do and the kinds of problems they can start to solve.

Introduction
Welcome to this set of activities for My World GIS. The activities were developed by an outstanding group of authors who are active curriculum developers and users of My World GIS in K-12 and higher education. The set of activities was designed to span a range of curricular areas and grade levels and to use the powerful features of My World GIS to help students learn key content and practice spatial problem solving. The tables on pages iv and v provide a roadmap to the specific content, grade levels, and GIS skills for each activity.
The earlier activities tend to have more detailed instructions to help students new to GIS. If you choose to start with later activities, you will need to provide an introduction for those students unfamiliar with My World GIS.

Each activity comes with a set of student instructions, student worksheets, and instructor notes with additional information and ideas about classroom management. Every activity comes with any required data, though some activities have you and your students collect your own data to import to My World GIS.

The activities focus on inquiry and using GIS for problem solving and decision making, not learning about GIS. Many of the activities suggest ways to extend the inquiry in that activity.

We suggest you always completely test any activity before giving it to your students. Though we've tested and reviewed every activity carefully, there's always the chance we missed something.

You will find that each author presents his/her activity in a slightly different way. We chose not to edit them all into a similar format so that you could see the array of possibilities for activity structure and decide what format works best for you and your students.

Each activity comes with a data dictionary that lists all of the data layers for that lesson, including their type and source. This will help you both use the activities and also know where to go to find more data.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Grade level</th>
<th>Guiding Questions</th>
<th>Objectives Students will be able to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I. What’s it Like Where You Live? Mapping Climate and Biomes            | 5-8         | How does climate determine the plants and animals that are able to inhabit a particular location? | • read and analyze climate and biome maps  
• describe geographic and quantitative patterns  
• compare and contrast regional data |
| by Bob Coulter                                                          |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| II. How Warm is the Ocean? Currents and Sea Surface Temperature         | 9-12        | How do ocean currents impact seasonal sea surface temperatures?                   | • describe how technological advances have impacted the field of oceanography, focusing on the use of satellites  
• observe seasonal changes in sea surface temperatures (SSTs) throughout the year, identifying months with the warmest and coldest coastal SSTs |
| By Steven Moore, J. Vuturo Brady, and H. Bond                           |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| III. Can Global Warming Cause Global Cooling? Climate Change in Greenland and the North Atlantic | 8-12        | How fast is the Greenland ice sheet melting, and what are the possible impacts of that change? | • describe the rate of change of the Greenland ice sheet and the impacts on salinity in the North Atlantic  
• explain the possible impact of climate change on the global thermohaline ocean circulation  
• relate ocean currents to terrestrial climate classification |
| By Betsy Youngman and David Smith                                      |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| IV. Water and Community: Seattle’s Urban Creeks                        | 7-12        | What factors influence the health of urban watersheds?                           | • use GIS layers to identify characteristics of watersheds  
• evaluate human impacts on a watershed  
• determine a research question and how GIS can answer the question |
| By Kate Bedient et al                                                  |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| V. Alien Invasion: The Spread of Invasive Species in the United States  | 9-12        | What are the limits on the spread of invasive species?                           | • read and analyze maps of invasive species and climate  
• describe limits on the spread of invasive species  
• download and import shapefiles and add fields to shapefiles |
| By Betsy Youngman                                                     |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| VI. Clear as Night and Day: Calculating Sunrise and Sunset             | 6-9         | What is the length of a degree longitude and latitude in your geographic location, and how does it affect sunrise and sunset? | • look for patterns in the passage of sunlight across the surface of the Earth  
• calculate ground data from geographic observations  
• calculate the distance from one point to another  
• complete a distance-to-ground time calculation  
• formulate a hypothesis concerning sunrise/sunset variability |
| By Steven Branting                                                     |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| VII. GIS Goes Around the World in 80 Days                              | 5-10        | How does the accuracy of what we know about Earth’s surface affect how we think about places? What are the considerations we take when choosing how we get from one place to another? | • research and take notes as it applies to a specific problem  
• explore the relationship between maps and data  
• use their research and maps to make an informed decision |
| By Barbaree Ash Duke                                                  |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| VIII. Sailing to Buy a Wedding Dress: The Disaster of the Schooner Industry | 8-11        | How can analysis of both historical accounts and geographic information help us to interpret events of the past? | • locate possible positions of the shipwreck of the schooner Industry |
| By Margaret Shaw Chernosky                                            |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| IX. GPS to GIS: What’s So Spatial About the Cemetery? By Steven Branting | 6-12        | How does the mapping of a cemetery allow one to discover burial patterns?         | • investigate the role of field work in the development of GIS data sets  
• visualize possible patterns of human activity  
• experiment with current technology as a mapping tool  
• collect and import GPS data into My World |
• pose questions that can be addressed with available GIS data files and My World analysis tools  
• use My World to create data selection rules using values and math operations  
• prepare side-by-side data maps and identify any correlations |
| By Rick Thomas                                                        |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| XI. Connecting Time and Space: 19th Century U.S. Settlement Patterns    | 6-9         | How did the settlement and transportation patterns in early America change over time? | • manipulate and interpret data layers showing spatial relationships of early 19th century settlement and land and water transportation in the United States  
• describe push and pull factors that influence human settlement  
• compare and contrast transportation in the United States from 1810 to 1850  
• explain the relationship between cost, distance, time, and market access to better understand the development of transportation networks |
| By Chris Bunin                                                        |             |                                                                                 |                                                                                                     |
| XII. Young Entrepreneurs: Determining Business Location by Andrew J. Milson | 9-12        | How do demographics influence business decisions? What spatial relationships contribute to the success of businesses? | • analyze the interrelationships between human and physical geographic characteristics in the context of real-world decision-making  
• analyze economic and demographic data to determine the level of development and standard of living of a location  
• analyze data to understand the effects of physical and human processes on economic conditions and resource distribution  
• use geographic information from databases to answer geographic questions  
• use maps and graphs to make decisions and communicate information  
• evaluate the importance of the location in the production of an economic good or service |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Beginner</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What's it Like Where You Live? Mapping Climates and Biomes</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How Warm is the Ocean? Currents and Sea Surface Temperature</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can Global Warming Cause Global Cooling? Climate Change in Greenland</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and Community: Seattle's Urban Creeks</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alien Invasion: The Spread of Invasive Species in the United States</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear as Night and Day: Calculating Sunrise and Sunset</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIS Goes Around the World in 80 Days</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sailing to Buy a Wedding Dress: The Disaster of the Schooner Industry</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS to GIS: What's So Spatial About the Cemetery?</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese-American Internment: Mapping Population Patterns</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting Time and Space: 19th Century U.S. Settlement</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Entrepreneurs: Determining Business Location</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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My World GIS is a Geographic Information System (GIS) designed for students, featuring intuitive navigation and drag-and-drop layering. Based on more than a decade of research, My World GIS provides the functionality of a full-featured GIS with the ease-of-use required by students and the ease-of-administration critical to schools. My World GIS was developed by the Geographic Data in Education (GEODE) Initiative at Northwestern University with the support of the National Science Foundation. In 2008, the National Geographic Society's division of Education Programs took over development and maintenance of My World. My World GIS is distributed by PASCO Scientific (http://www.pasco.com/myworld).

Designed specifically for use by middle school through college students, My World provides a carefully selected, high-value subset of the features of a professional GIS environment, including multiple geographic projections, table and map views of data, distance-measurement tools, buffering and query operations and customizable map displays. My World comes with a data library of more than 50 data sets including population, climate, elevation, and earthquake and volcano activity.

The goal of My World is to allow students to conduct investigations with scientific data in the same way scientists do. Modern science is largely done computationally. Of all the computational tools used by geoscientists, one of the most powerful is GIS.

My World supports an inquiry-based approach to learning. Conducting scientific investigations enables students to extend and reinforce their understanding of scientific concepts. Just as important, students learn firsthand how scientists develop and collect evidence for hypotheses.
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